The paper presents the possibility of using Recurrent Pareto Filter (RPF) to the categorization procedures of objects (data). The paper presents a new implementation of the RPF algorithm, that uses lexicographical sorting objects and binary search Pareto optimal elements. The functioning of the algorithm illustrated by an example categorization procedure of scientific journals contained in the Scimago Scientific Journals Base.
Introduction
The work is a direct continuation of the papers [1, 2, 5, 11] pursuant to the categorization procedures of objects. Categorization procedure of objects is understood as a generalization of multi-criteria ranking a set of objects [1, 5, 9, 11] . Let therefore N Y ⊂ R -non--empty, finite set of elements (objects), which is to be the ranking procedure. R Y Y ⊂ × -precedence (rankig) relation, understood as follows: the pair (y, z) belongs to the relation if and only if "element y is before the element z". Sentence "y is before z" (or "y precedes z") can be understood very widely. Frequently it is understood in the context of quality "y is better than z" [2] , [3] . A relation R is sometimes called the relation of preferences (precedence) or ranking relation. Pair (Y, R) will be called a set with relation [2] . Pareto relation is defined as follows: 
Therefore, the result of the filtration process is decisive for the adopted preferences (filtration) relation R (in more detail -its properties).
So, such a relation is frequently (commonly) called a preference filter or briefly: filter. The general reflection of the Pareto filter is a cone filter (CF), in which the filtration reaction is generated by a cone [1, 2, 3, 5, 12, 13] . The other known preference principle is the lexicographic principle [3, 4, 7, 8] 
Analogical for all other permutations of set of objectives numbers N .
Recurrent Pareto filter (RPF)
Using by recurrent way, Pareto filter (PF) for the filtration of Y set leads [5] to the division of Y set to the categories (clusters) [1, 9, 10, 11] . The effect of operation of the RPF is a sequence of clusters (categories) [1, 5] :
where: Figure 2 shows the RPF scheme. number (rank) k. Figure 3 shows the flowchart of the RPF. 
Lexicographical Binary Sort Algorithm (LBS)
As the name mentioned, algorithm LBS is a combination of lexicographical sort and binary search. Algorithm LBS uses order property of elements after applied sorting lexicographically in finding ranking of elements using binary search. LBS method uses next properties lexicographical relation L and Pareto relation R [3, 4] : In general, we can use arbitrary preference but for simplicity, in below example the input set was sorted using preference order (1, 2, 3,…, N). It means that the first objective is the most important, next is the second one etc. So we have:
( ) search and LBS algorithm which can be described as follow:
Step 1 Lexicographically sorting set Y (original list of objects).
Step 2 Step 3 Present final rank of all elements.
For mentioned example, we can illustrate algorithm LBS as follow: A Java implementation of algorithm LBS will be applied to a particular example in next section. In addition, other randomized tests also will be used. Java's Collections.sort was used to lexicographical sort the original list. All tests are run on same computer with Java 8 64-bit update 60.
A case study
Web portal SCIMAGO journals rank (http://www.scimagojr.com) collects a set of journals' ranking, according many various criterions. Information about journals are collected in a certain period of time. Journals in this database are sorted by SCIMAGO SJR index which is a measure of journal's impact, influence or prestige [14] . It expresses the average number of weighted citations received in the selected year by the documents published in the journal in the three previous years. Base on collected information in this database we can rank these journals in other perspective, in which every criterion is treated equally. In other words, we are trying multi-objectives sorting the journals.
Example 2
For illustratable purpose, to sort top 10 journals by SJR index, we consider only two criterions, for example: H index and Total Refs. 
Leksykograficzno-binarna implementacja rekurencyjnego filtra Pareto w procedurach kategoryzacji
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